
Think Social Justice is funny?

Next time you hear someone using "SJW" as a pejorative... remember this

"I  t's long past time to take back "SJW".   

The ones who use it as a pejorative are trying to make it socially unacceptable to be 
compassionate. They're trying to make it cool to be cruel. For the future of our people 
and the moral fiber of our country-- we cannot let them do that.

I once suggested, as a substitute/synonym, "Person Who Gives A Shit"— I thought that 
suitably salty to appeal to the "I wanna be tough, not a victim" crowd.

Because that's truly what SJWs are: people who give a shit. People who look at the 
situation honestly, and offer real actions to those in need— not just lip service."

Some seem to think they're being clever and funny by making jokes about those who 
are trying to make a difference, but don't quite get it right, or even when they DO get it 
right, but their cause just doesn't seem important to the "I don't give a damn" types.

They probably aren't thinking of the fact that they are enjoying lives made better, easier, 
fairer, and more free by thousands of Social Justice Warriors throughout decades, even 
centuries. 

 Someone may get the credit for the big changes, events that everyone has heard of, but
those changes have happened because of dozens or hundreds of unknown people who
refused to accept the bleak status quo they found.

-cosmic rat  Nov 28 2017
The Long War for Social Justice

The final battle of the Civil Social Justice War will be in the heart, mind and spirit of the nation

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/8/19/1788651/-The-final-battle-of-the-Civil-Social-Justice-War-will-
be-in-the-heart-mind-and-spirit-of-the-nation?detail=emaildkre

Wars of violence and destruction seldom really solve a problem.  Sometimes, like the Civil War, 
they are necessary steps when an injustice as bad as slavery couldn't be ended peacefully, but 
the real work is done by civilians, more or less peacefully in the streets, the courtrooms, and the 
polls.  It takes determination and strong principles.  Social Justice Warrior is a title of honor, not 
an insult.

Cosmicrat  8/20/2018
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